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East of Braunton Parish - Rural 

Overview 

The east of the parish has secluded valleys in which 

the village of Knowle and the hamlets of Beara,             

Fullabrook, Pippacott and Winsham are located whilst 

Boode and Halsinger sit just above their valleys on 

open downland.   

The horizon to the northeast is dominated by the 

Fullabrook Wind Farm and views to the southwest 

look over the land to the sea.  

There are several Bartons in this area whose histories 

can be traced back to pre-medieval times. 

This area is bounded by the River Caen to the north, 

across which is West Down Parish and to the east 

and south can be found Knowl Water which marks                   

Marwood Parish to the east and Heanton Punchardon 

Parish to the south. 

A feature of all the valleys are water courses that in 

turn feed either the rivers Caen or Knowl Water and 

broadleaf woodlands.  

The area is criss-crossed by footpaths, old tracks and 

green lanes. The tarmacked lane network runs                      

between deep hedgerows and motorised vehicles are 

rare. Birdsong provides the soundtrack to the walker 

in this area. 

 

  

 



Whilst most dwellings in Knowle were built in the            

mid- 20th Century there are buildings that can be 

traced back to 16th Century and evidence of                  

buildings that have either been repurposed or                    

absorbed by replacement dwellings. 

Present day Knowle sits astride the A361 with most 

dwellings set back on the east side of the main road, 

at the bottom of the valley that goes up to Higher 

Winsham. 
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Village of Knowle 

Knowle is situated to the north of Braunton and now 

straddles the A361 – main route between Ilfracombe 

and Barnstaple.  The A361 follows the River Caen 

valley and where the river flows past Knowle the area 

is a designated flood zone 3 as is the stream that runs 

south of Knowle and joins the River Caen.  

Evidence of early settlement is The Castle – probably 

an early Iron Age fort. This scheduled monument is 

on a commanding spur of the valley route from the 

north to the River Taw estuary. This hill fort is a    

prominent feature in Knowle 

 

 KNOWLE - Down Lane into Knowle 

 KNOWLE - A361 which bisects the village 

 KNOWLE - The Castle. Probably early Iron Age hill fort 



 Village of Knowle 

Development has seen infill between the old lanes 

that went up into the valley. 

This triangle of land creates the impression of                 

dwellings being in close proximity to each other with 

either small tarmacked or unmade roads weaving 

through the village. Some of these lanes have pave-

ments but, in many places, the road space is shared 

with pedestrians and cyclists. Street furniture is                    

limited to street signs and lights with some telegraph 

poles.  

Looking across the village from the surrounding 

slopes the viewer sees a collection of rooftops. 

The dwellings are a mixture of single storey                             

bungalows, two storey semis, a few large - detached 

houses and a terrace of houses. 
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 KNOWLE - Churchford Road view over Knowle 

 KNOWLE - Stanbury Road single story dwellings 

 KNOWLE - Stepstone Lane Public footpath 

 KNOWLE - Ridge Cottage. Possibly 17th Century origin. Listed building 

 KNOWLE - Private dwellings 

 KNOWLE - The Mission room on Church Hill Lane 



Village of Knowle 

From the centre of the village pine trees stand on the 

northern skyline whilst green slopes can be seen to 

the south west.    

The village has a public house, a service station with 

a convenience store and post office, and access to 

the footpath network.   
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 KNOWLE - Ebrington Arms shown on late 19th Century maps  KNOWLE - 1st World War Memorial Bench  

 KNOWLE - Knowle play park 
KNOWLE - Former Manor House. Probably 16th Century refronted in 

late 18th Century.  Listed building 

KNOWLE - The Old Cottage. Probably late 17th Century.                                      

Listed building 

 KNOWLE - View across Knowle from Stepstone Lane 

 KNOWLE - Lane between Winsham Road and A361 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Village of Knowle 

On the western side of the village there are dwellings 

in a mixture of styles and the work units of Knowle 

Industrial Estate. All of these buildings are on land 

between the A361 and the River Caen – some of this 

land is designated as being at risk of flooding                      

(zone 3 designation).  

This run of land is also where the old Knowle Mill, its 

pond and leat were located.  

Knowle Mill’s waterwheel and pit wheel are walled in  

a building that now occupies the site.                                    

Devon Historic Records state that this mill become 

one of the largest flour mills in North Devon. 
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 KNOWLE - Methodist chapel 

 KNOWLE - Cottage Close beside the A361 

 KNOWLE - Row of cottages off Church Hill Lane 

 KNOWLE - Dwellings on Stepstone Lane 

KNOWLE - Courtyard of Methodist chapel. Sunday school plaque                      

on wall 

 KNOWLE - Older dwellings opposite Methodist Chapel 



Village of Knowle 
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 KNOWLE - South entrance of Trading Estate adjacent to River Caen 

 KNOWLE - Overend. Example of extended single story dwelling 

 KNOWLE - River Caen. Footbridge to public footpath 

KNOWLE - Entrance to Woodlands Close.  Former site of the Manorial 

Mill of Braunton Dean, which became one of the largest flour mills in 

 KNOWLE - Dwellings beside the A361 adjacent to Deane Close 

 KNOWLE - New tree planting beside public footpath 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Village of Knowle 
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KNOWLE - Cleveland House at the entrance to the North end of the                  

trading   estate 
 KNOWLE - Houses that overlook North end of trading estate 

 KNOWLE - Remains of Community Hall following arson attack 

 KNOWLE - Looking into the North end of trading estate 

 KNOWLE - Detail at back of Cleveland House 

 KNOWLE - Millstream Cottage overlooking trading estate 
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Beara 

Leading North West from the outskirts of                 

Braunton village is Buttercombe Lane, an old 

track shown on Donn’s map of 1765 but likely to 

be older. It runs through a secluded valley with 

natural banks and hedgerows to either side. The 

lane emerges out onto downland at Forches 

Green, thought to be the site of gallows in the 

medieval period. From here a footpath crosses a 

field, following the line of a medieval track.                   

Surrounding fields include Cross Park, shown                  

on the Marwood Tithe Map, and thought to be 

the site of an ancient cross.                                                                       

The path leads to the hamlet of Beara, which is 

primarily made up of two old farms with                         

associated outbuildings and a small number of 

modern farm dwellings. The house at Beara 

Charter Barton appeared in the Domesday Book 

as “Bera”. The current house is a listed building, 

having 16th Century origins with 17th Century 

extensions. It underwent some restoration work 

in the 1980s. Unfortunately it is not visible from 

the road.  

 

 

  

 

 

 BUTTERCOOMBE LANE 

FORCHES GREEN- Possible site of gallows in Medieval Period  

Footpath from Forches Green to Beara - Medieval track 
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Beara 

Two other houses, Garnishes Beara and Beer 

Charter, are shown on historic mapping and 

therefore are known to date from the 19th Cen-

tury or earlier. Amongst the old farm buildings in 

the hamlet a plain barn, an unusual linhay and a 

rare gateway are worthy of note. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 BEARA BARTON - Old and new 

 BEARA BARTON - Beara Charter 16th Century origin. Listed Building 

 BEARA BARTON  

 BEARA BARTON - Garneshes Beara 19th Century or earlier 

 BEARA BARTON - Garneshes Beara detail  BEARA BARTON - Garneshes Beara 19th Century or earlier 
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Beara 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 BEARA CHARTER FARMHOUSE - Present day 

 BEARA CHARTER BARTON - Entrance to listed building 

 BEARA - Beara Lodge - present day 

 BEARA  - View looking East towards Marwood 

 BEARA - Example of stone walling throughout Beara  

 BEARA - Looking North into Beara and to Fullabrook wind farm beyond 
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Boode 

Settlement at Boode from at least the early                        

11th Century. The hamlet is primarily made up  

of two farms, one of which, Boode Farm,                          

includes two listed buildings. The farmhouse    

itself which dates from around 1830-40 and an 

18th Century barn. At the western end is Boode 

House, also listed, a manor house retaining 

some elements from 17th Century and with    

commanding views towards the sea. As the road 

exits the hamlet, it slopes back down into the 

valley towards Braunton village. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 BOODE  -  Boode farmhouse outbuildings 

 BOODE  - Lane entering Boode from the North 

 BOODE  - Boode farmhouse circa 1830-40. Listed building 

 BOODE  - Boode farmhouse. Listed building 

 BOODE  -  Boode farmhouse outbuildings 

 BOODE  - Example of old cobb and stone agricultural building  
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BOODE  - Barn to east of Boode farmhouse probably 18th Century                     

Listed building 

BOODE  - Horse engine house to rear of barn  probably 18th Centiry                             

Listed building 

 BOODE  - SWest view down valley  from Boode House  

 BOODE  - Example of stone walling in Boode farm 

 BOODE  -  Boode road leading to Braunton 
BOODE  - Boode House.  Listed building. Principally early 19th Century 

with probably 17th Century wing  

 BOODE  -  Chimney on farm building 
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Fullabrook 

Fullabrook comprises of Fullabrook Farm and                    

Fullabrook Barton and Fullabrook Mill. These two 

hamlets nestle at the bottom of Fullabrrok Down and 

are the most northerly in the Parish. This area has a 

strong sense of upland remoteness, with the lane 

across Fullabrook Down having a very open aspect 

that allows views across the very large agricultural 

fields.  

Fullabrook Down rises to 235metres – the highest 

point in the Parish, with the track that crosses it –       

believed early in origin, marking the Parish boundary 

with Marwood Parish.    

Given the height of the Down it is not surprising that 

Fullabrook Wind Farm is situated here – a dominant 

feature on the surrounding skylines. Clearly visible 

from other parts of the Parish and audible to the                        

walker when the sails are turning. 

Fullabrook Farm and Fullabrook Barton sit either side 

of the road going to Aylescott in West Down Parish. 

Fullabrook Barton is a large farmhouse dating from 

16th Century and is a listed building. On the land be-

hind the farmhouse there is an orchard pond fed by     

a spring whichis believed to be 19th century or earlier.  

Fullabrook Farm comprises of a farmhouse and a 

number of outbuildings.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FULLABROOK BARTON - Approaching Fullabrook Barton from the 

FULLABROOK -  View of Fullabrook wind farm from Forches Green FULLABROOK BARTON - Outbuilding of Fullabrook Barton 

FULLABROOK  BARTON-  Outbuilding of Fullabrook Barton 

FULLABROOK BARTON -  Farmhouse 16th Century origins.                    

Listed building 
FULLABROOK BARTON - West End House outbuildings 



 The deeds of the house stipulate that the leat must 

not be 'done away with, filled up, or destroyed'                     

according to the present owner.” 
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Fullabrook 

Buildings in the hamlet are a mixture of materials 

which reflect the different periods they were built – 

rubble stacks, stone, slate, corrugated iron, breeze 

block and white render. 

There is no street furniture or lighting. 

Fullabrook Mill is situated on the River Caen in a                

valley accessed by single lane that runs from                   

Beara Down to West Down Hill. It is just within the 

Parish boundary that is marked by a Boundary Stone. 

The lane to Fullabrook Mill is potentially of early date, 

while the Mill itself is believed to be 18th Century.                  

The chimneypot bears the date of 1793. 

It was recorded by North Devon Archaeological                

Society in 1989 - North Devon Watermills, 40 

(Monograph). SDV337776 that: 

“The house and adjoining building are constructed of 

stone. In times of heavy rain vast quantities of water 

ran off the highway at the rear of this property and 

discharged into the leat adjoining the mill house. The 

highway authorities have periodically, after heavy 

rain, cut gaps in the leat and the river bank to allow 

the water to drain away. They have also constructed 

an earth bank, parallel with the carriage way, the mill 

and the mill house, to channel off the waters so that it 

runs further down the road.  

 

 

FULLABROOK MILL - Parish Boundary marker 



  

 

 

 

 

FULLABROOK DOWN -  Example of hedge laying 
FULLABROOK BARTON  -  Looking South to Fullabrook                                               

from road to Lower Aylescott 

FULLABROOK FARM - New dwelling FULLABROOK MILL -  Millhouse 
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Fullabrook 

Fullabrook Mine is south of the Mill on Halsinger 

Down hillside.  This is an earthwork site, isolated    

from public access and vulnerable to ground                      

disturbance or agricultural improvement for which 

current regime provides inadequate framework for 

conservation. 

A Manganese mine working from at least 1698 with 

remains of 19th century dressing floor and                         

water-powered crushing/grinding mill. The landscape                      

suggest that it was an isolated mining/processing                  

site within mixed agricultural landscape. Now on                

private land. The Devon Historic Record goes on to 

record: “available information suggests very good 

potential with rare surviving features relating to                 

manganese dressing technology. Period- 1698,                

1859-1884 and 1877-1884. Assessment- Access       

restricted at time of visit by growing crops and                    

electric fencing. However due to the rarity of                 

surviving manganese dressing floors and                               

crushing/grinding mills the site is likely to be national 

importance.  Action- Schedule? Site should be fully 

assessed at a later date, preferably by EH staff, to 

assess condition and importance.” 
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Halsinger 

Possible medieval settlement site.  12th Century 

or earlier - between 1066 AD to 1539 AD.                   

Referred to in 12th and 13th Century                             

documents.                                                                                    

It is located in a dip between surrounding                     

downland given over to a variety of agricultural 

uses and dominated by views of Fullabrook Wind 

Farm. There are nine dwellings located to either 

side of the road and at the western end of the 

hamlet is a residential park homes site. There is 

one working farm and another that appears           

semi-derelict. The remaining houses are a                 

mixture of barn conversions and modern                  

dwellings.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HALSINGER - Higher Halsinger farm 

HALSINGER - Higher Halsinger farm 

HALSINGER - Example of recently built dwellings 

HALSINGER - Down Lane above Halsinger looking South  HALSINGER - Fields above Halsinger looking North 
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Halsinger 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUL

HALSINGER - Looking North over Halsinger HALSINGER - Halsinger granary 

HALSINGER - Example of new build dwelling 

HALSINGER - Shirmart Park park homes 

HALSINGER - Example of narrow strip field 

HALSINGER - Halsinger farm 

HALSINGER - Suspended post box outside Shirmart Park park homes 
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Pippacott 

Pippacott lies on the descending slopes to the 

eastern edge of the parish. The hamlet consists 

of 2 or 3 farmsteads shown on late 19th and    

early 20th Century maps. At either end are a 

small number of modern farm dwellings and      

residential barn conversions. At the centre lies 

Hunts Farmhouse a listed, probably                           

16th Century, building with a rounded bread              

oven. Of particular interest is the listed granary 

opposite, which is timber framed with a brick 

infill. There is also a cluster of outbuildings at 

Hunts Farm including three listed structures,                  

a barn, stables and a shippon.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIPPACOTT - Branch farm PIPPACOTT - Hunts farmhouse adjacent building 
PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm granary one of six straddle stones with                                

slate capping 

PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm granary  Listed building 
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Pippacott 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIPPACOTT - Hunts farmhouse rounded bread oven with slate capping 

PIPPACOTT - Hunts farmhouse 16th Century origin. Listed building 

PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm - farmyard barn PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm - farmyard stables 

PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm - farmyard shippon PIPPACOTT - Hunts farm - barn double door entrance 

PIPPACOTT - Pippacott Farm 



Pippacott 
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PIPPACOTT - Pippacott Barton 

PIPPACOTT - Lane to South of Pippacott 

PIPPACOTT - Footpath West to Luscott Barton follows a Medieval track 

PIPPACOTT - Ashwell Byre 

PIPPACOTT - Pippacott Barton 

PIPPACOTT - Footpath West to Luscott Barton through                                      

Whiteberry plantation 
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Winsham 

The small hamlets of Lower, Middle and Higher 

(or North) Winsham lie in a secluded deep                

valley, surrounded by open downland. The land 

is exclusively agricultural, and the roads linking 

the hamlets are narrow, deep lanes with natural 

hedges, bordering streams and occasional stone 

walls. 

Lower Winsham comprises a mix of both                     

modern and traditional farm buildings. Of                  

particular interest is Lower Winsham Farm, a 

listed building dating back to the 16th or 17th 

Century. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOWER WINSHAM - Lower Winsham Lodge 

LOWER WINSHAM - Slate topped bread oven Hawcombe Cottage 

LOWER WINSHAM - Farm buildings 

LOWER WINSHAM - Modern dwelling 

LOWER WINSHAM - Timber frame shelter in garden of farmhouse 

LOWER WINSHAM - Lower Winsham farmhouse. 16th/17th Century                       

Listed building 
LOWER WINSHAM - Hedgerow 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winsham 

Lower Winsham 
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LOWER WINSHAM - Typical high banked lane found across the Parish LOWER WINSHAM - Looking SWest towards Knowle 

LOWER WINSHAM -  Little Paddock 

LOWER WINSHAM - Old steps in the bank of Lower Winsham lane 

LOWER WINSHAM -  South Winsham Farm LOWER WINSHAM -  New dwelling next to South Winsham Farm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Winsham 

Middle Winsham farmhouse.  16/17th Century 
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MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham farmhouse 16/17th Century MIDDLE WINSHAM - Roofed cart entrance to the stables of Middle Winsham farm 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham farmhouse 16/17th Century MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham farmhouse 16/17th Century 



Winsham 

The Manor of Winsham is recorded as Wenneham in 

the Domesday survey of 1086. Middle Winsham  

farmhouse and adjoining stables and outbuildings 

adjoining to the South are listed.  Middle Winsham 

farm is one of the 93 farm holdings that make up  

Devon County farms estate 
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MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham House 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham farm stables 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Bridge to garden Middle Winsham House  MIDDLE WINSHAM - Pond opposite Middle Winsham farm 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Leat opposite Middle Winsham farm 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Only two dwellings in Middle Winsham 

MIDDLE WINSHAM - Middle Winsham farm outbuilding.                                           

Late 19th Century 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Winsham 

Higher Winsham is marked as North Winsham 

on 19th Century and early 20th Century maps.                                                        

At this time an area of narrow “strip fields”                    

existed to the East, reduced to several large 

fields by early 21st Century. Higher Winsham 

consists of a cluster of 3 dwellings. The original 

thatched farmhouse probably dates to the 16th 

Century and is a listed building, as is Higher 

Winsham Cottage, dating from the 18th Century 

and also thatched. Above the dwellings is a mix 

of farm outbuildings, some modern and one old 

cob barn, currently being restored. The road 

then emerges out of the valley onto downland 

with extensive views. 
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HIGHER WINSHAM - Higher Winsham cottage.                                                         

Probably late 18th Century.  Listed building 

HIGHER WINSHAM - Higher Winsham farmhouse.                                                      

Probably 16th Century in origin.  Listed building 

HIGHER WINSHAM - Higher Winsham farm 

HIGHER WINSHAM - Higher Winsham cottage out building HIGHER WINSHAM - Lane out of the valley view back SWest 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Winsham 

Higher Winsham 
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HIGHER WINSHAM - Renovation by cobb, stone and lime specialist HIGHER WINSHAM - Renovation of farm building 

HIGHER WINSHAM - View from track between Winsham Cross and Down Lane, Halsinger SWest towards Buckland Manor - Clovelly in far distance 

HIGHER WINSHAM - Freshly laid cobb blocks 
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View from Halsinger Down towards Clovelly.                                    

REASON: A prime example of the open aspect of the parish 

from its uplands. Looks across Winsham, Knowle towards 

Buckland Manor and Clovelly. 

Fort Hill from Knowle village 

Braunton Parish Character Assessment identifies the 

following view within the landscape East of the                   

Parish.  

Braunton Parish Character Assessment identifies the 

following Heritage view within the landscape East of 

the Parish.  
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Local Green Spaces - 

Braunton Down Victorian Quarry 
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Local Green Spaces - 

Wooded area adjacent to Knowle Industrial Estate.            

Knowle play park. 


